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Introduction 
 
MySQL is the #1 database for Web-based applications, used by Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Yahoo!, Amazon Web Services and virtually all the largest Web properties 
and successful startups. With data volumes exploding, driven by social networking, 
high-speed mobile broadband connecting ever more smart devices and new Machine 
to Machine interactions, how does MySQL evolve to remain the default and best 
database platform for next generation Web applications? 
 
In this white paper, we will help you better understand the top 10 reasons why 
MySQL is the best choice moving forward for your new modern Web, mobile and 
Cloud-based applications.  
 
 
 

1. The leading Web Database 
 
The leaders of the Web rely on MySQL. For instance: 
 

 Twitter achieved in August 2013 a new World record of 143,199 Tweets Per 
Second (TPS). A typical day sees over 500 million tweets, which means 
about 5,700 per second with MySQL. More details at: 
https://blog.twitter.com/2013/new-tweets-per-second-record-and-how 

 Facebook revealed details about “TAO”, built to deal with over a billion reads 
per second across a data set "of many petabytes”. Director of Engineering 
Venkat Venkataramani commented “The fact Tao is using MySQL is 
completely hidden away from the client, we haven't found anything that is 
better than MySQL, we are constantly looking at that.": 
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2013/06/27/facebook_tao/ 

 
Data Performance Manager Harrison Fisk held a “MySQL at Facebook” 
keynote at MySQL Connect 2013 in which he described how 11.2 Million row 
changes and 2.5 Billion rows read per second are handled in MySQL:  
http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/2686521204001 
 

 Over 6 billion hours of video are watched each month on YouTube, served to 
you via MySQL. YouTube unveiled it scalability lessons at the PyCon 
conference: http://highscalability.com/blog/2012/3/26/7-years-of-youtube-
scalability-lessons-in-30-minutes.html  

 PayPal built a globally-distributed database with 100 terabytes of user-related 
data based on MySQL Cluster. Chief Architect Daniel Austin explained why 
and how, cautioning users about “being a follower of tech fashion”, at the 
MySQL Connect Conference (from 24 min 30 sec: 
http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/1873920417001) 

 Yahoo!, LinkedIn, Ticketmaster and the vast majority of both established web 
properties and startups choose to bet their business on MySQL, because 
they find it to be the best platform available. 

 
Speakers from Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and PayPal participated to a panel 
keynote on “Current MySQL Usage Models and Future Developments” at MySQL 
Connect 2013: http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/2686429205001  
 

https://blog.twitter.com/2013/new-tweets-per-second-record-and-how
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2013/06/27/facebook_tao/
http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/2686521204001
http://highscalability.com/blog/2012/3/26/7-years-of-youtube-scalability-lessons-in-30-minutes.html
http://highscalability.com/blog/2012/3/26/7-years-of-youtube-scalability-lessons-in-30-minutes.html
http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/1873920417001
http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/2686429205001
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While most relational databases were designed several decades ago for complex 
ERP-type applications, MySQL was designed and optimized for Web applications. As 
new and different requirements emerged with the Internet, MySQL became the 
platform of choice for web developers, and the default database for web-based 
applications.   
 
Since then, the performance, scalability, reliability, and ease of use of the world’s 
most popular open source database, characteristics that made MySQL the #1 choice 
for web applications, have continuously been improved. As the social web keeps 
evolving, and leading web properties such as Facebook and Twitter are pioneering 
new ways to make sense of a huge and constantly growing amount of data, MySQL 
is also evolving to continue to be the premier choice for web-based applications. For 
example: 
 

 As we’ll see in more details later in this document, Oracle delivered NoSQL 
access to MySQL, enabling users to perform both NoSQL key value 
operations and complex SQL queries against the same data set, in the same 
database. The best of both worlds. 

 Considering that MySQL is implemented within the majority of Big Data 
platforms, Oracle released the MySQL Applier for Hadoop in order to 
complement Apache Sqoop and provide real-time transfer capabilities 
between Hadoop and MySQL. More information is available at: 
http://dev.mysql.com/tech-resources/articles/mysql-hadoop-applier.html  

 
Additionally, Oracle’s MySQL team leveraged the unique insights it gained working 
with the leaders of the Web to develop a series of reference architectures for Web 
infrastructures. Optimum deployment architectures and topologies are defined based 
on sizing and availability requirements for each environment. The reference 
architectures are presented in a whitepaper available at:  
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/mysql_wp_high-
availability_webrefarchs.php  
 
 
 

2. The leading Cloud Database 
 
MySQL’s leadership for web-based applications created the foundation for MySQL to 
become the leading cloud database. Amazon Web Services, Google, Rackspace and 
the vast majority of cloud computing providers either offer MySQL-based services or 
deliver offerings integrating with MySQL. 
 

http://dev.mysql.com/tech-resources/articles/mysql-hadoop-applier.html
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/mysql_wp_high-availability_webrefarchs.php
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/mysql_wp_high-availability_webrefarchs.php
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Critical elements for database applications deployed in the cloud include: 

 

 Performance and scale-out 

 High Availability, Self-Healing and Data Integrity 

 Provisioning, Monitoring and Resource Management 

 Security 
 
As we’ll see in the next section, the latest 5.6 release further expanded MySQL’s 
capabilities in all those key areas, making it yet an even better choice for 
deployments both in public and private clouds. 
 
In addition, MySQL has always been an extremely popular embedded database for 
ISVs, and became a natural platform for them to deliver their applications in a 
Software-as-a-Service model. 
 
 
 

3. MySQL 5.6, the Best Release Ever 
 
MySQL 5.6 was declared Generally Available (GA) in February 2013 and was 
designed to power next generation Web, Cloud and Mobile applications.  

 
MySQL 5.6 provides enhanced linear scalability, helping users to leverage modern 
hardware capabilities. They can also experience simplified query development and 
faster execution, better transactional throughput and application availability, flexible 
NoSQL access, improved replication and enhanced instrumentation.  
 
The highlights of MySQL 5.6 are: 

 Better Query Execution Times and Diagnostics provided through 
enhanced MySQL Optimizer diagnostics:  

o Subquery Optimizations: simplify query development by optimizing 
subqueries prior to execution. New efficiencies in how result sets are 
selected, sorted and returned deliver substantial improvement in 
query execution times. 

o The addition of Index Condition Pushdown (ICP) and Batch Key 
Access (BKA) can improve selected query throughput by up to 
280x(1). 
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o Enhanced Optimizer Diagnostics: with EXPLAIN for INSERT, 
UPDATE, and DELETE operations. EXPLAIN plan output in JSON 
format delivers more precise optimizer metrics and better readability, 
and Optimizer Traces enables the tracking of the optimizer’s decision-
making process. 

 Greater Performance Throughput and Application Availability with an 
improved InnoDB storage engine:  

o Up to 230 percent improvement in Transactional and Read Only 
Throughput:  InnoDB has been re-factored to minimize legacy 
threading, flushing, and purge mutex contentions and bottlenecks, 
enabling better concurrency on heavily loaded OLTP systems, and 
resulting in significantly improved throughput for both transactional 
and read only workloads(2). 

o Enhanced Availability: Online DDL operations enable DBAs to add 
indexes and perform table alterations while the application remains 
available for updates.  

o Full-Text Search with InnoDB: allows developers to build FULLTEXT 
indexes on InnoDB tables to represent text-based content and speed 
up application searches for words and phrases. 

o Simple, Key Value Lookup: flexible NoSQL access to InnoDB 
providing simple, key-value lookup of InnoDB data via the familiar 
Memcached API. Users get the “best of both worlds,” combining key-
value operations and complex SQL queries in the same database, for 
the same data. 

 
 

 
 

 Users can fully utilize latest generations of hardware and OS 

 Scales as data volumes and users grow 
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Up to 234% Performance Gain 
 

 Improved Scale-Out and High Availability: with new features in MySQL 
replication including: 

o Self-Healing Replication Clusters: the addition of Global 
Transaction Identifiers and Utilities make it simple to automatically 
detect and recover from failures. Crash-Safe Replication enables the 
binary log and slaves to automatically recover correct positions in the 
replication stream in case of a crash, and resume replication without 
administrator intervention.  Checksums maintain data integrity across 
the cluster by automatically detecting and alerting on data 
mismatches. 

o High Performance Replication Clusters: up to 5x faster replication 
through Multi-Threaded Slaves(3), Binlog Group Commit and 
Optimized Row-Based Replication enable users to maximize the 
performance and efficiency of replication as they scale-out their 
workloads across commodity systems. 

o Time-delayed Replication: provides protection against operational 
errors made on the master, for example accidentally dropping tables.  

 

 Enhanced PERFORMANCE_SCHEMA: new instrumentation enables users 
to better monitor most resource intensive queries, objects, users and 
applications. New summaries with aggregated statistics grouped by query, 
thread, user, host and object are also available. The enhancements allow for 
easier default configuration with less than five percent overhead. 
 

 MySQL 5.6 includes a number of additional enhancements including 
Geographic Information Systems - Precise Spatial operations, improved IPv6 
compliance and optimized server defaults.  

 
For more detailed information about MySQL 5.6, download the “DBA and Developer 
Guide to What's New in MySQL 5.6”: http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-
papers/whats-new-mysql-5-6/  
 
(1) Based on DBT-3 benchmarks, for configuration and testing information see 
http://oysteing.blogspot.com/2011/10/bacthed-key-access-speeds-up-disk-bound.html 
(2) Based on http://dev.mysql.com/tech-resources/articles/mysql-5.6-rc.html.  
(3) Based on a configuration with 10 databases/schemas. For configuration and testing information, see 
https://blogs.oracle.com/MySQL/entry/benchmarking_mysql_replication_with_multi 

http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/whats-new-mysql-5-6/
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/whats-new-mysql-5-6/
https://blogs.oracle.com/MySQL/entry/benchmarking_mysql_replication_with_multi
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MySQL 5.6 has been widely acknowledged as the best MySQL release ever by the 
MySQL Community, with comments such as: 
 
“MySQL 5.6 is probably the version of MySQL with the biggest bundle of new 
features.” Giuseppe Maxia, Continuent 
 
“MySQL 5.6 is an impressive release with features that make it much easier to scale 
MySQL and take advantage of modern hardware.” Mark Callaghan, Facebook 
 
“I am very excited and thrilled to use the latest release of MySQL 5.6 in production. 
This is probably the most notable and innovative release from many years, if not 
ever. Oracle developer  teams did great work for MySQL 5.6, so we have to give 
Oracle credit for that.“ Marco Tusa, Pythian 
 
 
 

4. Scaling with MySQL Replication and Sharding 
 
When it comes to scaling MySQL for highly demanding web applications with large 
data volumes and high write rates, replication and sharding (or horizontal 
partitioning) are typically part of the solution. When using the MySQL Database with 
InnoDB, replication can be configured asynchronously or semi-synchronously, and 
sharding is implemented at the application layer. Using MySQL Cluster, discussed in 
the next section of this guide, sharding is handled automatically at the database layer 
with support for active-active, multi-master replication, thereby providing an 
alternative model for applications requiring the highest levels of write throughput and 
availability. 
 

MySQL Replication 
 
One of the ways many new applications achieve scalability is via replicating 
databases across multiple commodity nodes in order to distribute the workload. For 
over ten years replication has been a standard and integrated component of MySQL, 
providing the foundation for extreme levels of database scalability and high 
availability in leading web properties, including some of the world’s most highly 
trafficked Web sites. 
 
Replication enables MySQL to copy changes from one instance to another (i.e. from 
the “master” to one or more “slave” instances). This is used to increase both the 
availability and scalability of a database, enabling MySQL to scale-out beyond the 
capacity constraints of a single system by distributing queries across the replication 
cluster. 
 
As we’ve seen, MySQL 5.6 includes a host of new capabilities that directly enhance 
replication performance, data integrity and availability, including: 

 Global Transaction Identifiers which tag each replicated transaction with a 
unique ID which is consistent across the entire replication topology, making it 
simple to failover the master function to one of the slaves, as well as create 
multi-master circular (ring) and n-tier (hierarchical) replication topologies 

 Multi-Threaded Slaves that improve performance by using multiple execution 
threads to apply replication events in parallel on slave servers 

 Crash-Safe Slaves which enable slaves to automatically recover from failures 
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 Replication Event Checksums that protect the integrity of slave databases by 
automatically detecting corruption whether caused by memory, disk or 
network failures, or by the database itself 

 
Other key features include optimized row-based replication, binlog group commit, 
time-delayed replication and remote binlog backup, collectively enhancing 
performance, flexibility and ease of use. 
 
MySQL replication can be deployed in a range of topologies to support diverse 
scaling and HA requirements. To learn more about these options and how to 
configure MySQL replication, refer to the following whitepaper: 
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/mysql-replication-introduction/ 
 
Additionally, during the MySQL Connect 2013 conference Oracle previewed “Multi-
source replication” as an early access feature available through 
http://labs.mysql.com. Multi-source replication enables a MySQL slave server to 
receive transactions from several MySQL servers simultaneously via several 
communication channels. You can read more about it at: http://on-mysql-
replication.blogspot.fi/2013/09/feature-preview-mysql-multi-source-replication.html  
 
With the latest MySQL developments in scaling on multi-core commodity hardware 
and replication, millions of users can be serviced without requiring any database 
sharding at all, but let’s now consider MySQL sharding. 
 
 

Sharding 
 
In high traffic Web and mobile environments such as social networking, much of the 
content is generated by users themselves, thereby demanding high levels of write 
scalability, and handling rapidly changing data. 
 
Sharding is commonly used by large web properties to increase the scalability of 
write operations across their database. Sharding, also called application partitioning, 
involves the application dividing the database into smaller data sets and distributing 
them across multiple servers. This approach enables very cost effective scaling, as 
low-cost commodity servers can be easily deployed when capacity requirements 
grow. In addition, query processing affects only a smaller sub-set of the data, thereby 
boosting performance. 
 
When using sharding, applications need to become “shard-aware” so that writes can 
be directed to the correct shard, and cross-shard JOIN operations are avoided. If 
best practices are applied, then sharding becomes an effective way to scale 
relational databases supporting web-based write-intensive workloads.  
 
By deploying MySQL with sharding and replication, leading social networking sites 
such as Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter and Pinterest have been able to exponentially 
scale their MySQL databases. 
 
At MySQL Connect 2013, Oracle also previewed a sharding and high availability 
framework called “MySQL Fabric”. It is available as early access feature for testing 
and feedback via http://labs.mysql.com. 
 

http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/mysql-replication-introduction/
http://labs.mysql.com/
http://on-mysql-replication.blogspot.fi/2013/09/feature-preview-mysql-multi-source-replication.html
http://on-mysql-replication.blogspot.fi/2013/09/feature-preview-mysql-multi-source-replication.html
http://labs.mysql.com/
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If applications involve high volumes of write operations coupled with the need for 
very low latency and 99.999% availability, it is worthwhile considering MySQL 
Cluster. 
 
 
 

5. MySQL Cluster 7.3, Increasing Developer 
Flexibility & Simplicity 
 
MySQL Cluster is an open source, auto-sharded, real-time, ACID-compliant 
transactional database with no single point of failure, designed for next generation 
web, cloud, social, communications and mobile applications.  
 
MySQL Cluster has many attributes that make it ideal for new generations of highly 
dynamic, highly scalable applications: 

 

 
 
 

Auto-Sharding for High Write Scalability 
 
MySQL Cluster is designed to support write-intensive workloads with the ability to 
scale across hundreds of nodes – allowing services to start small and expand quickly 
as demand takes-off. 
 
MySQL Cluster is implemented as an active / active, multi-master database ensuring 
updates can be handled by any data node, and are instantly available to all of the 
other clients accessing the cluster. Tables are automatically sharded across a pool of 
low cost commodity data nodes, enabling the database to scale horizontally to serve 
read and write-intensive workloads, accessed both from SQL and directly via NoSQL 
APIs. By automatically sharding tables at the database layer, MySQL Cluster 
eliminates the need to shard at the application layer, greatly simplifying application 
development and maintenance. Sharding is entirely transparent to the application, 
which can connect to any node in the cluster and have queries automatically access 
the correct shard(s) in order to satisfy a query or commit a transaction. 
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It is important to note that unlike other distributed databases, users do not lose the 
ability to perform JOIN operations or sacrifice ACID-guarantees when performing 
queries and transactions across shards. Adaptive Query Localization (AQL) pushes 
JOIN operations down to the data nodes where they are executed locally and in 
parallel, significantly reducing network hops and delivering up to 70x lower latency. 
 
Referential integrity is maintained between tables with Foreign Keys which are 
enforced on both the SQL and NoSQL APIs. Those tables can live in different 
shards, and even in different data centers. 
 
As a result of technologies such as AQL, MySQL Cluster can serve real-time 
analytics across live data sets, along with high throughput OLTP operations. 
Examples include recommendations engines and clickstream analysis in web 
applications, pre-pay billing promotions in mobile telecoms networks or fraud 
detection in payment systems, such as those used by PayPal who rely on MySQL 
Cluster to protect nearly $150B of transactions per year. 
 
 
Scaling Across Data Centers 
 
Web services are global and developers want to ensure their databases can scale-
out across regions. MySQL Cluster offers Geographic Replication that distributes 
clusters to remote data centers. 
 
MySQL Cluster also offers Multi-Site Clustering, providing additional options for cross 
data center scalability and fault tolerance. Data nodes can be split across data 
centers with synchronous replication between them. 
 
Whether you are replicating within the cluster, across data centers or between 
storage engines, all replication activities are performed concurrently – so users can 
combine scaling and High Availability (HA) strategies. 
 
 

Benchmarking Scalability & Performance on Commodity Hardware 
 
All of the technologies discussed above are designed to provide read and write 
scalability for your most demanding transactional web applications – but what do 
they mean in terms of delivered performance? Benchmarks executed by Intel and 
Oracle demonstrate the performance advantages that can be realized by combining 
NoSQL APIs with the distributed, multi-master design of MySQL Cluster. 
 
1.2 Billion write operations per minute (19.5 million per second) were scaled 
linearly across a cluster of 30 commodity dual socket (2.6GHz), 8-core Intel servers, 
each equipped with 64GB of RAM, running Linux and connected via Infiniband. 
Synchronous replication within node groups was configured, enabling both high 
performance and high availability – without compromise. In this configuration, each 
node delivered 650,000 ACID-compliant write operations per second. 
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These results demonstrate how users can build a highly performing, highly scalable 
MySQL Cluster from low cost commodity hardware to power their most mission-
critical web services. 
 

 
On-Line Schema Evolution 
 
As services evolve, developers may want to add new functionality, which may 
demand updating the database schema. This operation can be very disruptive for 
many databases, with ALTER TABLE commands taking the database offline for the 
duration of the operation.  MySQL Cluster supports on-line schema changes, 
enabling users to add new columns and tables and add and remove indexes – all 
while continuing to serve read and write requests, and without affecting response 
times. 
 
 

MySQL Cluster 7.3 
 
The latest version, MySQL Cluster 7.3, features enhanced capabilities including: 
 

 NoSQL JavaScript Connector for node.js: Provides node.js with a native, 
asynchronous JavaScript interface that can be used to both store and retrieve 
JavaScript objects directly from MySQL Cluster, without transformations to 
SQL, ensuring low latency for simple queries. The same data can be 
accessed through SQL or any of MySQL Cluster’s other NoSQL APIs. 

 Foreign Key support: Simplifies application logic and strengthens data 
models by automatically enforcing referential integrity between different 
tables located on different shards, different nodes, or in different data centers. 

 MySQL Cluster Auto-Installer: Enables DevOps teams to graphically 
configure and provision a production-grade cluster in minutes, automatically 
tuned for their workload and environment, directly from their browser. 

 Integration with MySQL Server 5.6: Developers can combine the InnoDB 
and MySQL Cluster storage engines side by side within a single application 
using the latest MySQL 5.6 release.  

 Connection Thread Scalability: Delivers 1.5x to 7.5x higher throughput per 
connection to the MySQL Custer data nodes, increasing the overall capacity 
and scalability of the cluster. http://mikaelronstrom.blogspot.fi/2013/05/mysql-
cluster-73-improvements.html  
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In summary, MySQL Cluster enables users to meet the database challenges of 
highly demanding next generation web, cloud, and communications services with 
uncompromising scalability, uptime and agility - without sacrificing ACID properties.  
 
How are customers successful with MySQL Cluster for demanding Web 
applications? Read the following case studies to find out: 
 
Big Fish Selects MySQL Cluster to Serve Real-Time Web Recommandations 
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/case-studies/mysql-cs-bigfish.html 
 

MySQL Cluster Powers El Chavo from Playful Play, Latin America’s Most 
Popular Facebook Game  
https://blogs.oracle.com/MySQL/entry/mysql_cluster_powers_el_chavo 
 
 
The MySQL Cluster demo provides you with a 5 min overview of MySQL Cluster: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnWItDTZL2c  
 
 
 

6. The Best of Both Worlds: SQL AND NoSQL 
 
With data volume and velocity exploding, it is vital to be able to ingest and query data 
at high speed. For this reason, Oracle has implemented NoSQL interfaces directly to 
the InnoDB and MySQL Cluster (NDB) storage engines, which bypass the SQL layer 
completely. Without SQL parsing and optimization, Key-Value data can be written 
directly to MySQL tables up to 9x faster, while maintaining ACID guarantees. 
 
In addition, users can continue to run complex queries with SQL across the same 
data set, providing real-time analytics to the business, or anonymizing sensitive data 
before loading to big data platforms such as Hadoop, while still maintaining all of the 
advantages of their existing relational database infrastructure. 
 
A native Memcached API is part of MySQL 5.6 and MySQL Cluster. By using the 
ubiquitous Memcached API for writing and reading data, developers can preserve 
their investments in the Memcached infrastructure by reusing existing Memcached 
clients, while also eliminating the need for application changes. 
 
Over and above higher performance and faster development, there are a number of 
additional benefits in using Memcached as a NoSQL API to MySQL: 

 Extends Memcached functionality by integrating persistent, crash-safe, 
transactional database backends offering ACID compliance, rich query 
support and extensive management and monitoring tools 

 Simplifies web infrastructure by optionally collapsing the caching and 
database layers into a single data tier, managed by MySQL 

 Reduces service disruption caused by cache re-population after outage node 
failure 

 Reduces development and administration effort by eliminating the cache 
invalidation and data consistency checking required to ensure 
synchronization between the database and cache when updates are 
committed 

http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/case-studies/mysql-cs-bigfish.html
https://blogs.oracle.com/MySQL/entry/mysql_cluster_powers_el_chavo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnWItDTZL2c
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 Eliminates duplication of data between the cache and database, enabling 
simpler re-use of data across multiple applications, and reducing memory 
footprint 

 Simple to develop and deploy as many web properties are already powered 
by a MySQL database with caching provided by Memcached 

 
 

Memcached Implementation for InnoDB 
 
The Memcached API for InnoDB was released with MySQL 5.6. As illustrated in the 
following figure, Memcached for InnoDB is implemented via a Memcached daemon 
plugin to the mysqld process, with the Memcached protocol mapped to the native 
InnoDB API. 
 

 
 
With the Memcached daemon running in the same process space, users get very low 
latency access to their data while also leveraging the scalability enhancements 
delivered with InnoDB and a simple deployment and management model. Multiple 
web / application servers can remotely access InnoDB tables via the memcached 
API to get direct access to a shared data set. 
 
With simultaneous SQL access, users can maintain all the advanced functionality 
offered by InnoDB including support for Foreign Keys, Full Text Search, and complex 
JOIN operations. 
 
Benchmarks demonstrate that the NoSQL Memcached API for InnoDB delivers up to 
9x higher performance than the SQL interface when inserting new key/value pairs, 
with a single low-end commodity server supporting nearly 70,000 Transactions per 
Second. 
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SQL and NoSQL Interfaces in MySQL Cluster 
 
As MySQL Cluster stores tables in network-distributed data nodes, rather than in the 
MySQL Server, there are multiple interfaces available to access the database. We 
have already discussed the Memcached API but MySQL Cluster offers other 
interfaces as well for maximum developer flexibility. 
 
The chart below shows some of the access methods available to the developer. The 
native API for MySQL Cluster is the C++ based NDB API. All other interfaces access 
the data through the NDB API. At the extreme left hand side of the chart, an 
application has embedded the NDB API library enabling it to make native C++ calls 
to the database, and therefore delivering the lowest possible latency. On the extreme 
right hand side of the chart, MySQL presents a standard SQL interface to the data 
nodes, and provides connectivity to all of the standard MySQL connectors. 
 
 

 
 

Ultimate Developer Flexibility – MySQL Cluster APIs 
 
 
Whichever API is used to insert or query data, it is important to emphasize that all of 
these SQL and NoSQL access methods can be used simultaneously, across the 
same data set, to provide the ultimate developer flexibility. 
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7. The World’s Most Popular Open Source 
Database 
 
As the world’s most popular open source database, MySQL is at the center of what 
has come to be called the “MySQL Ecosystem”. This ecosystem comprises millions 
of developers, DBAs, System Administrators, as well as partners including both large 
corporations and thousands of mid-size organizations - all enhancing the value of 
relying on MySQL. 
 
The fact that MySQL is the world’s most popular open source database presents a 
number of advantages including: 
 
Product Maturity 
 
MySQL is a proven and mature solution. It has evolved over the years benefitting 
from feedback from a huge number of developers and DBAs - relying on it for the 
most demanding Web applications in the world, pushing its limits, and contributing in 
a number of ways to the performance, reliability and ease of use of MySQL. 
 

Wide Availability of Competencies 
 
Chances are that developers, DBAs, System Administrators or DevOps Managers in 
your organization are already familiar with MySQL. If not, it will be easy for you to 
find MySQL competencies. Linuxcareer.com published its “IT skills watch” update in 
July 2013 and found MySQL to be the #1 IT skill needed for Linux professionals: 
http://www.linuxcareer.com/july-2013-it-skills-watch  
 
Additionally, numerous consulting companies offer MySQL-based services in 
addition to those offered by Oracle. 
 

Ubiquity: Platforms and languages 
 
MySQL is available on all major platforms: Linux, Microsoft Windows, Oracle Solaris, 
Apple Mac OS, FreeBSD and more.  
 
MySQL has connectors for all key development languages including PHP, Perl, 
Python, Java, C, C++, C# and Ruby but also Node.js, Go and more. 
 

Integration with third party tools: 
 
MySQL integrates with a wide range of third party solutions for High Availability, 
Backup, Business Intelligence…etc. They include both open source software such as 
DRBD, Jaspersoft, Talend or Pentaho, and proprietary solutions such as Windows 
Server Failover Clustering, Business Object or Symantec. 
 
Additionally Oracle is integrating MySQL with relevant Oracle solutions. Completed 
certifications include so far: 
 

 Oracle Linux       

 Oracle VM      

 Oracle VM Template for MySQL Enterprise Edition   

http://www.linuxcareer.com/july-2013-it-skills-watch
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 Oracle GoldenGate  

 Oracle Secure Backup 

 Oracle Database Firewall 

 Oracle Fusion Middleware  

 MyOracle Online Support 
 
 

The MySQL Community 
 
The vast, very active and passionate MySQL Community represents a crucial 
advantage for all MySQL users. For example: 
 

 MySQL has been battle tested in such a wide variety of use cases that it is 
very likely someone else (or many actually) already faced the same issue you 
are or will be confronted by. You will therefore easily be able to get help 
online and find the answer to your questions. 

 

 Various extensions, drivers…etc have been developed for MySQL and are at 
your disposal. 
 

 New features and releases are exposed to millions of eye balls, in front of 
which “all bugs are shallow”1. They therefore mature faster to a reliable 
production quality. 

 
 
Beyond its technical merits, the MySQL ecosystem therefore represents another 
crucial benefit to MySQL users, and offers additional reasons to rely on the world’s 
most popular open source database. 
 
 
 

8. Lower TCO 
 
By selecting MySQL for their web-based applications, startups and established 
corporations alike are realizing significant cost savings. Accomplished through the 
use of the MySQL database and scale-out architectures that utilize low-cost 
commodity hardware, organizations are finding that they can achieve very high 
levels of scalability, availability and performance, while significantly lowering their 
Total Cost of Ownership. In addition, the reliability and manageability of MySQL 
means that database administrators don't waste time troubleshooting performance 
or availability issues, but instead can concentrate on making a positive impact by 
focusing on higher level and more strategic tasks. 

 
Below is a chart which compares the 3 year database TCO of MySQL Enterprise 
Edition vs. Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Enterprise Edition.  
 
 

                                                        
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linus's_Law 
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Hardware Configuration: 
Intel x86_64 Servers: 4, CPUs/Server: 4, Cores/CPU: 8 

 
Microsoft Price Increases 
Microsoft increased prices of Microsoft SQL Server 2012 for customers who want to take advantage of the latest 
multi-core hardware. Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is licensed Per Core. 
Microsoft SQL Server vs. MySQL: 3 Year Database TCO 
The table below presents a simple comparison of licensing costs between MySQL Enterprise Edition and 
Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Edition. Pricing is based on publicly available list price information: 
Microsoft 
http://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/en/us/future-editions/sql2012-licensing.aspx 
MySQL Enterprise Edition: 
http://www.mysql.com/products/ 
Hardware Configuration: 
- Web application (Unlimited Users) 
- Windows 
- Intel x86_64 
- CPUs/Server: 4 
- Cores/CPU: 8 
- Total Servers: 4 
- Total CPUs: 16 
- Total Core: 128 

List Prices Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Edition 
License + 3 Year Support 

MySQL Enterprise Edition 
3 Year Subscription 

License List Price $6,874/Core N/A 

Support List Price 25% of List Price N/A 

Subscription List Price N/A $5,000/Server/Year 

 

Annual Savings SQL Server Enterprise Edition MySQL Enterprise Edition 

Annual Support $219,968 N/A 

Annual Subscriptions N/A $20,000 

Annual Savings ($)  $199,968 

Annual Savings (%)  91% 

 
 
 

$0 

$200,000 

$400,000 

$600,000 

$800,000 

$1,000,000 

$1,200,000 

$1,400,000 

$1,600,000 

MySQL Enterprise Edition 

Microsoft SQL Server 
Enterprise Edition 

$60,000 

$1,539,776 

MySQL vs. Microsoft SQL Server 2012 
3 Year TCO 

http://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/en/us/future-editions/sql2012-licensing.aspx
http://www.mysql.com/products/
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3 Year TCO Savings SQL Server Enterprise Edition 
License + 3 Year upport 

MySQL Enterprise Edition 
3 Year Subscription 

Total License: $879,872 N/A 

Total Support (3 Yrs): $659,904 N/A 

Total Subscription (3 Yrs) N/A $60,000 

Total (3 Years) $1,539,766 $60,000 

Total Savings ($)  $1,479,766 

Total Savings (%)  96% 

 
You can customize Oracle’s MySQL TCO Savings Calculator with your system 
configuration at: http://www.mysql.com/tcosavings/   
 
 

 

9. MySQL Enterprise Edition  
 
MySQL Enterprise Edition reduces the risk, cost and time required in developing, 
deploying and managing business-critical MySQL applications. 
 
MySQL Enterprise Edition includes the most comprehensive set of MySQL 
advanced features, management tools and technical support to help you achieve 
the highest levels of MySQL performance, scalability, security and uptime.  
 
In addition to the MySQL Database, MySQL Enterprise Edition includes: 
 

 Oracle Premier Support for MySQL: Staffed with MySQL Experts, Oracle’s 
dedicated MySQL technical support team can help you solve your most 
complex issues rapidly, and make the most of your MySQL deployments. 
Oracle MySQL Support Engineers are available 24/7/365 either online or by 
phone, and have direct access to the MySQL developers. Oracle Premier 
Support does not include any limit on the number of support incidents, and 
you get support in 29 languages. Additionally, Oracle Premier Support 
includes consultative support, a proactive approach designed to help you 
avoid critical outages. MySQL Support Engineers advise you on how to 
properly setup and tune your MySQL servers, schema, queries, and 
replication set-up to maximize performance and availability. And by taking the 
initiative to properly design and tune your MySQL database applications you 
can avoid having to purchase expensive hardware for your IT infrastructure. 

 MySQL Enterprise Backup: Reduces the risk of data loss by delivering 
online "Hot" backups of your databases.  

 MySQL Enterprise Monitor: The MySQL Enterprise Monitor and the MySQL 
Query Analyzer continuously monitor your databases and alert you to 
potential problems before they impact your system. It's like having a "Virtual 
DBA Assistant" at your side to recommend best practices to eliminate security 
vulnerabilities, improve replication, optimize performance and more. As a 
result, the productivity of your developers, DBAs and System Administrators 
is improved significantly. Videos of the latest MySQL Enterprise Monitor 3.0 
are available at: http://www.mysql.com/products/enterprise/demo.html  

 MySQL Enterprise Scalability: Enables you to meet the sustained 
performance and scalability requirements of ever increasing user, query and 
data loads. MySQL Thread Pool provides an efficient, thread-handling model 
designed to reduce overhead in managing client connections, and statement 
execution threads. 

http://www.mysql.com/tcosavings/
http://www.mysql.com/products/enterprise/demo.html
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 MySQL Enterprise Security: Provides ready to use external authentication 
modules to easily integrate MySQL with existing security infrastructures 
including PAM and Windows Active Directory. 

 MySQL Enterprise Audit: Enables you to quickly and seamlessly add policy-
based auditing compliance to new and existing applications. You can 
dynamically enable user level activity logging, implement activity-based 
policies, manage audit log files and integrate MySQL auditing with Oracle and 
third-party solutions 

 MySQL Enterprise High Availability: Provides you with certified and 
supported solutions, including MySQL Replication, DRBD, Oracle VM 
Templates for MySQL, Solaris Clustering and Windows Failover Clustering 
for MySQL. 

 MySQL Workbench Standard Edition: Provides data modeling, SQL 
development, and comprehensive administration tools for server 
configuration, user administration, and much more. 

 MySQL Enterprise Oracle Certifications: MySQL Enterprise Edition is 
certified with Oracle Linux, Oracle VM, Oracle Fusion middleware, Oracle 
Secure Backup, Oracle GoldenGate, and additional Oracle products. 
 

Check out the MySQL Enterprise Edition demo to get a 5 min overview: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guFOVCOaaF0 
 
MySQL Cluster CGE includes all of the above plus MySQL Cluster Manager, which 
simplifies the creation and administration of the MySQL Cluster CGE database by 
automating common management tasks, including on-line scaling, upgrades and 
reconfiguration. 
 
Additional MySQL Services from Oracle to help you develop, deploy and manage 
highly scalable & available MySQL applications include an extensive range of 
MySQL training courses (http://www.mysql.com/training/) and certifications 
(http://www.mysql.com/certification/) from Oracle University and MySQL Consulting 
Services (http://www.mysql.com/consulting/). 
 
 
 

10. Oracle Drives MySQL Innovation 
 
Oracle is delivering more and better MySQL products than ever before in MySQL’s 
history. 
 
Why does MySQL make sense for Oracle? Oracle’s strategy is to offer complete 
solutions with best of breed technology at every layer of the stack, all the way from 
hardware to applications. Customers can then either choose products a la carte, or 
integrated solutions, and they can deploy those on premise or in the cloud. MySQL 
represents Oracle’s best of breed database solution for web-based applications, and 
is also a great choice as embedded database. MySQL therefore completes Oracle’s 
offering. It is very complementary to the Oracle database, and enables Oracle to 
meet customer requirements it couldn’t otherwise meet. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guFOVCOaaF0
http://www.mysql.com/training/
http://www.mysql.com/certification/
http://www.mysql.com/consulting/
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This is why MySQL is very important for Oracle, and why Oracle significantly invests 
in it. Hundreds of MySQL development engineers, support experts and consultants, 
including original architects of the server, InnoDB and MySQL Cluster, compose the 
Oracle MySQL team. This represents by far the largest development team in 
MySQL’s history. Oracle for example tripled the Quality Assurance (QA) team, who 
now has over 400 Man/Year database QA experience. 
 
The results speak for themselves. While MySQL 5.0 and 5.1 had been very 
controversial releases, both MySQL 5.5 and subsequently MySQL 5.6, released 
under Oracle’s leadership, have been widely acclaimed as the best MySQL releases 
ever. 
 
And Oracle continues to drive MySQL Innovation. At MySQL Connect 2013, the 
company previewed the second Development Milestone Release (DMR) of MySQL 
5.7 delivering faster connectivity, higher transaction throughput, increased replication 
speed, memory instrumentation and other enhancements, enabling higher 
performance and improved manageability. MySQL 5.7 established a performance 
record of 500,000 queries per second (qps) for Sysbench InnoDB Read-Only POINT 
SELECT; linear scaling up to 64 CPU threads; doubling the previous record 
performance of 250,000 ReadOnly qps. 
 
 

 
 
 
As mentioned in a previous section of this white paper, Oracle also previewed as 
early access feature through http://labs.mysql.com “MySQL Fabric”. MySQL Fabric is 
an integrated system for managing a farm of MySQL servers and is the framework 
on which high-availability and sharding is built. MySQL Fabric is open-source and is 
intended to be extensible and easy to use - supporting procedure execution even in 
the presence of failure, providing an execution model we call “resilient execution”. 
 
 

http://labs.mysql.com/
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You can learn more about Fabric reading: 
 
http://mysqlmusings.blogspot.fi/2013/09/brief-introduction-to-mysql-fabric.html  
 
MySQL Fabric - Sharding – Introduction 
MySQL Fabric - Sharding - Simple Example 
MySQL Fabric - Sharding - Migrating From an Unsharded to a Sharded Setup 
MySQL Fabric - Sharding - Shard Maintenance 
 
 
Oracle is improving the MySQL Experience: 
 

 For MySQL users, delivering many highly anticipated new features available 
to all under the GPL in the MySQL database, MySQL Cluster and other 
products like MySQL Workbench. Oracle encourages community participation 
and feedback delivering regular Development Milestones Releases (DMR) of 
the MySQL Database and MySQL Cluster. Oracle also provides early access 
to features under development via http://labs.mysql.com. 

 

 For customers using MySQL Enterprise Edition, providing them with new 
added value features and tools (as outlined in the previous section of this 
document). 
 

 For users of Linux, Windows and other platforms. To learn more about the 
various improvements and tools specific to MySQL on Windows, see: 
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/windows/  

 

 For Oracle customers using or considering using MySQL in their 
environment, integrating MySQL with other relevant Oracle products (also 
presented earlier). 

 
Watch Oracle executives talk about Oracle’s MySQL strategy: 
 
Oracle Chief Corporate Architect Edward Screven and VP of MySQL Engineering 
Tomas Ulin at MySQL Connect 2013: 
http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/2686429206001 

http://mysqlmusings.blogspot.fi/2013/09/brief-introduction-to-mysql-fabric.html
http://vnwrites.blogspot.fi/2013/09/mysqlfabric-sharding-introduction.html
http://vnwrites.blogspot.fi/2013/09/mysqlfabric-sharding-example.html
http://vnwrites.blogspot.fi/2013/09/mysqlfabric-sharding-migration.html
http://vnwrites.blogspot.fi/2013/09/mysqlfabric-sharding-maintenance.html
http://labs.mysql.com/
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/windows/
http://medianetwork.oracle.com/video/player/2686429206001
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Tomas Ulin at the Percona Live Conference in April 2013: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpHTV59I1gs 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
In this whitepaper we’ve reviewed the top 10 reasons to choose MySQL for next 
generation Web-based applications. 
 
With ever-increasing data volumes, developers, DBAs and DevOps managers are 
looking to build modern web, cloud-based and embedded applications exhibiting high 
performance, scalability and manageability while maintaining the highest levels of 
reliability and data integrity. MySQL allows them to precisely do so, without trade-
offs.  
 
Oracle drives MySQL Innovation and keeps extending the world’s most popular open 
source database capabilities to ensure it will continue to represent the best platform 
available for modern Web-based applications. 

 
 
 
 

Additional Resources 
 
MySQL Whitepapers 
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/  
 
MySQL Webinars: 

 Live: http://www.mysql.com/news-and-events/web-seminars/index.html 

 On Demand: http://www.mysql.com/news-and-events/on-demand-webinars/  
 
MySQL Enterprise Edition Demo: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guFOVCOaaF0 
 
MySQL Cluster Demo: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnWItDTZL2c 
 
MySQL Enterprise Edition Trial: 
http://www.mysql.com/trials/  
 
MySQL Case Studies: 
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/case-studies/  
 
MySQL TCO Savings Calculator: 
http://mysql.com/tco  
 
To contact an Oracle MySQL Representative: 
http://www.mysql.com/about/contact/  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpHTV59I1gs
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/white-papers/
http://www.mysql.com/news-and-events/web-seminars/index.html
http://www.mysql.com/news-and-events/on-demand-webinars/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guFOVCOaaF0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnWItDTZL2c
http://www.mysql.com/trials/
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/case-studies/
http://mysql.com/tco
http://www.mysql.com/about/contact/

